MANCHES ER INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS UNLIMITED
CORPORATION
Canlubang Industrial Estate, Ba. Pittland
4025 Cabuyao, Laguna
10 December 2012
PHILIPPINE STOCK E~CHANGE
Philippine Stock Exchange Centre
Exchange Road, Ortigas Center
Pasig City
\ .
ATTENTION:

~S. JANET A. ENCARNACION
Head, Disclosure Department

RE

bOCKTALES

Gentlemen

News Column

:

Reference is made to yo r letter which we received today, December 10, 2012, regarding the
article entitled, "A Henarf.s target gets P144-M surge from casino play" under Cockta/es column
posted in /nteraksyon.cor: on December 9, 2012. Said article reported in part that: "Friday's
announcement by Macap'~ Melco Crown Entertainment that it will backdoor-list its Philippine
casino project through the Zuellig subsidiary Manchester International Holdings caused the thinlyI
traded Manchester stock
ratchet up to P16.46 from a 52 week low of P1.37".

iO

Please be advised that o~ 7 December 2012 at about 8 o'clock in the evening, the Zuellig Group
signed an Acquisition Ag~ement disposing to MCE (Philippines) Investments Limited and MCE
(Philippines) Investments No. 2 Corporation (collectively "MCE"), 255,270,156 Class "A" shares
and 128,211,204 Class"
" shares of Manchester International HOldings Unlimited Corporation
(hereafter the "Sale Shars" and "MIH" respectively.
The Sale Shares, which a~e listed at the Philippine Stock Exchange, represent 93.05% of the total
issued and outstanding capital stock of MIH. The Sale Shares are held by and registered in the
names of Interpharma Holdings and Management Corporation ("IMHC" for Class "A" shares) and
Pharma Industries Holdings Limited ("PIHL" for Class "8" shares), entities forming part of the
Zuellig Group. The rest of\the shares (6.95% of total issued and outstanding capital stock of MIH)
are held by the minority slareholders.
MIH is a holding compary whose investments are as follows: (i) 100% of the issued and
outstanding capital stock of Interphil Laboratories, Inc. ("Ill"), a company engaged in the
manufacturing of pharmaceutical products, and (ii) 100% of the issued and outstanding capital
stock of Lancashire Realty Holding Corporation ("LRHC"), a company that owns the land on
which the manufacturing f1cilities of LRHC are located.
Historically, the profitability! of MIH has been less than satisfactory. This is largely due to the fact
that III has failed to delive~ the profits which were projected. While in the last 2 years III achieved
modest profits, the gain ('fhich were derived primarily through a series of price increases and
cost reduction programs a~d partly through the offering of ancillary services) cannot be sustained
in the long term. Accordingly, upon the suggestion of IHMC and PIHL, and with the concurrence
of the vast majority of t~e shareholders of MIH, it was agreed that MIH should divest its
investments in III and LR~C and look for better business opportunities, either through a direct
purchase of a profitable verture, or by transferring control of MIH to an investor who can infuse a
profitable business. The profile of MCE's entertainment project in the Philippines fits well within
MIH's vision.

In acquiring the Sale Shares, MCE "intends to manage and operate the Philippines businesses of
MCE Group through thel Company (i.e., MIH). The Philippines operations of the MCE Group may,
among others, include its Philippines project which is composed of the casino, hotel, retail and
entertainment complex ~Is referred to in the announcement of Melco Crown Entertainment Limited
dated October 25, 2012 subject to its completion." MCE had expressed no interest in retaining
the existing investments of MIH. The Board of Directors of MIH has determined that the minority
shareholders of MIH 'fill benefit from the divestment of the existing businesses and its
participation in the Philippine project of MCE. In addition, the minority shareholders will benefit
from the resulting compl ance of MIH with the minimum float requirement, thereby protecting the
company's listing.
Meantime, the manufact ring facilities of Ill, including the land on which the facilities are located,
are still of strategic val e to the Zuellig Group in terms of providing support services to its
pharmaceutical distributipn business conducted through Zuellig Pharma Philippines and Metro
Drug, Inc. Thus, througr its affiliates (IHMC and Mercator Holdings Corporation), the Zuellig
Group purchased from MIH its entire investments in III and LRHC. MIH will receive cash for this
divestment.

or

Subject to completion
the Acquisition Agreement and MCE's completion of its Philippines
project, MIH will becom the holding company of MCE's casino, hotel, retail and entertainment
complex.
We hope to have clarifie the matter with you.
Very truly yours,
MANCHESTER INTERN~TIONAL
UNLIMITED CORP
hON

By:

A A LIZA A. PERALTA

Co

ate Secretary
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